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Intriguing stories of how people have died in Yellowstone warn about the many
dangers that exist there and in wild areas in general.

A Hungry Heart
His white teacher tells her all-black class, You’ll all wind up porters and waiters.
What did she know? Gordon Parks is most famous for being the first black director
in Hollywood. But before he made movies and wrote books, he was a poor African
American looking for work. When he bought a camera, his life changed forever. He
taught himself how to take pictures and before long, people noticed. His success as
a fashion photographer landed him a job working for the government. In
Washington DC, Gordon went looking for a subject, but what he found was
segregation. He and others were treated differently because of the color of their
skin. Gordon wanted to take a stand against the racism he observed. With his
camera in hand, he found a way. Told through lyrical verse and atmospheric art,
this is the story of how, with a single photograph, a self-taught artist got America
to take notice.

The Man who Made Parks
The flagship publication of the National Parks Conservation Association, National
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Parks Magazine (circ. 340,000) fosters an appreciation of the natural and historic
treasures found in the national parks, educates readers about the need to preserve
those resources, and illustrates how member contributions drive our organization's
park-protection efforts. National Parks Magazine uses images and language to
convey our country's history and natural landscapes from Acadia to Zion, from
Denali to the Everglades, and the 387 other park units in between.

National Park Service
The eminent photographer, composer, filmmaker, and writer reflects on his
personal life and professional achievements, describing his disadvantaged
childhood, his Depression-era years, and the prestigious awards he has received.

Action Park
Grinnell: America's Environmental Pioneer and His Restless
Drive to Save the West
Genius of Place
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Parks and Recreation
For twelve years, Andrea Lankford lived in the biggest, most impressive national
parks in the world, working a job she loved. She chaperoned baby sea turtles on
their journey to sea. She pursued bad guys on her galloping patrol horse. She
jumped into rescue helicopters bound for the heart of the Grand Canyon. She won
arguments with bears. She slept with a few too many rattlesnakes. Hell yeah, it
was the best job in the world! Fortunately, Andrea survived it. In this graphic and
yet surprisingly funny account of her and others’ extraordinary careers, Lankford
unveils a world in which park rangers struggle to maintain their idealism in the face
of death, disillusionment, and the loss of a comrade killed while holding that thin
green line between protecting the park from the people, the people from the park,
and the people from each other. Ranger Confidential is the story behind the
scenery of the nation’s crown jewels—Yosemite, Grand Canyon, Yellowstone, Great
Smokies, Denali. In these iconic landscapes, where nature and humanity constantly
collide, scenery can be as cruel as it is redemptive.

National Parks
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American Forestry
The Rebellious Life of Mrs. Rosa Parks
Report of Charles Mulford Robinson with Regard to Civic Affairs
in the City of Cedar Rapids, Iowa
A never-before-seen collection of United States National Park Service maps This
book brings togethere a collection of over 400 maps produced by the United States
National Park Service from 1910 to today. Photographer Brian Kelley has
impulsively archived the rarely seen treasures over the past three years,
uncovering a design portfolio with little to no credit to their respective designers.
The growing collection displays a progressive design approach, from more
typographic-driven covers, to the proliferation of duotone print production,
culminating in the Unigrid system developed by Italian designer Massimo Vignelli
in the 1970s.

Bulletin. Iowa State Parks
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Air Travel News
Growing up on a Connecticut farm in the 1800s, Frederick Olmsted loved roaming
the outdoors. A contest to design the nation’s first city park opened new doors for
Olmsted when his winning design became New York’s Central Park, just one of
Olmsted's ideas that changed our nation's cities. Award-winning author Julie
Dunlap brings Olmsted to life in this wonderful biography.

Dream Park
Oonga Boonga
#1 New York Times Best Seller! "Eleanor & Park reminded me not just what it's like
to be young and in love with a girl, but also what it's like to be young and in love
with a book."-John Green, The New York Times Book Review Bono met his wife in
high school, Park says. So did Jerry Lee Lewis, Eleanor answers. I'm not kidding, he
says. You should be, she says, we're 16. What about Romeo and Juliet? Shallow,
confused, then dead. I love you, Park says. Wherefore art thou, Eleanor answers.
I'm not kidding, he says. You should be. Set over the course of one school year in
1986, this is the story of two star-crossed misfits-smart enough to know that first
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love almost never lasts, but brave and desperate enough to try. When Eleanor
meets Park, you'll remember your own first love-and just how hard it pulled you
under. A New York Times Best Seller! A 2014 Michael L. Printz Honor Book for
Excellence in Young Adult Literature Eleanor & Park is the winner of the 2013
Boston Globe Horn Book Award for Best Fiction Book. A Publishers Weekly Best
Children's Book of 2013 A New York Times Book Review Notable Children's Book of
2013 A Kirkus Reviews Best Teen Book of 2013 An NPR Best Book of 2013

Gordon Parks
Before Rachel Carson, there was George Bird Grinnell—the man whose prophetic
vision did nothing less than launch American conservation. George Bird Grinnell,
the son of a New York merchant, saw a different future for a nation in the thrall of
the Industrial Age. With railroads scarring virgin lands and the formerly vast buffalo
herds decimated, the country faced a crossroads: Could it pursue Manifest Destiny
without destroying its natural bounty and beauty? The alarm that Grinnell sounded
would spark America’s conservation movement. Yet today his name has been
forgotten—an omission that John Taliaferro’s commanding biography now sets
right with historical care and narrative flair. Grinnell was born in Brooklyn in 1849
and grew up on the estate of ornithologist John James Audubon. Upon graduation
from Yale, he dug for dinosaurs on the Great Plains with eminent paleontologist
Othniel C. Marsh—an expedition that fanned his romantic notion of wilderness and
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taught him a graphic lesson in evolution and extinction. Soon he joined George A.
Custer in the Black Hills, helped to map Yellowstone, and scaled the peaks and
glaciers that, through his labors, would become Glacier National Park. Along the
way, he became one of America’s most respected ethnologists; seasons spent
among the Plains Indians produced numerous articles and books, including his tour
de force, The Cheyenne Indians: Their History and Ways of Life. More than a
chronicler of natural history and indigenous culture, Grinnell became their
tenacious advocate. He turned the sportsmen’s journal Forest and Stream into a
bully pulpit for wildlife protection, forest reserves, and national parks. In 1886, his
distress over the loss of bird species prompted him to found the first Audubon
Society. Next, he and Theodore Roosevelt founded the Boone and Crockett Club to
promote “fair chase” of big game. His influence among the rich and the patrician
provided leverage for the first federal legislation to protect migratory birds—a
precedent that ultimately paved the way for the Endangered Species Act. And in an
era when too many white Americans regarded Native Americans as backwards,
Grinnell’s cries for reform carried from the reservation, through the halls of
Congress, all the way to the White House. Drawing on forty thousand pages of
Grinnell’s correspondence and dozens of his diaries, Taliaferro reveals a man
whose deeds and high-mindedness earned him a lustrous peerage, from presidents
to chiefs, Audubon to Aldo Leopold, John Muir to Gifford Pinchot, Edward S. Curtis
to Edward H. Harriman. Throughout his long life, Grinnell was bound by family and
sustained by intimate friendships, toggling between the East and the West. As
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Taliaferro’s enthralling portrait demonstrates, it was this tension that wound
Grinnell’s nearly inexhaustible spring and honed his vision—a vision that still
guides the imperiled future of our national treasures.

Invisible Man
The beginning of a hard sci-fi series, Deam Park is a visionary science fiction
classic from Larry Niven and Steven Barnes A group of pretend adventurers suit up
for a campaign called "The South Seas Treasure Game." As in the early Role
Playing Games, there are Dungeon Masters, warriors, magicians, and thieves. The
difference? At Dream Park, a futuristic fantasy theme park full of holographic
attractions and the latest in VR technology, they play in an artificial enclosure that
has been enhanced with special effects, holograms, actors, and a clever storyline.
The players get as close as possible to truly living their adventure. All's fun and
games until a Park security guard is murdered, a valuable research property is
stolen, and all evidence points to someone inside the game. The park's head of
security, Alex Griffin, joins the game to find the killer, but finds new meaning in the
games he helps keep alive. At the Publisher's request, this title is being sold
without Digital Rights Management Software (DRM) applied.

Legislative history of the National Parks and Recreation Act of
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1978 (Public Law 95-625)
A whole new look for this enduring Scholastic Canada Classic! An updated look for
a classic story, written and illustrated by two of the top names in Canadian
children's books! Daniel's family has a little problem. Daniel's baby sister, Louise,
just won't stop crying. Everyone in the family tries to soothe her. Her mother sings
a lullaby; her father rocks her in his arms; Grandma gives her a bottle; Grandpa
plays a tune on his harmonica. But nothing works! Little Louise just goes on crying
until big brother Daniel appears on the scene and tells her, "Oonga Boonga." Like
magic, Louise's tears stop. But the funny thing is, these whimsical words don't
work when the grown-ups say them. Daniel has the magic touch with his little
sister!

The Last Act
The flagship publication of the National Parks Conservation Association, National
Parks Magazine (circ. 340,000) fosters an appreciation of the natural and historic
treasures found in the national parks, educates readers about the need to preserve
those resources, and illustrates how member contributions drive our organization's
park-protection efforts. National Parks Magazine uses images and language to
convey our country's history and natural landscapes from Acadia to Zion, from
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Denali to the Everglades, and the 387 other park units in between.

Lassoing the Sun
Describes the life of the landscape architect responsible for New York's Central
Park and Boston's Emerald Necklace including his lesser-known time spent as an
influential journalist, early voice for the environment and abolitionist, all
overshadowed by a tragic personal life.

The Disney Story
The American Bibliopolist
By the mid-1940s. Gordon Parks had cemented his reputation as a successful
photojournalist and magazine photographer, and Ralph Ellison was an established
author working on his first novel, Invisible Man (1952), which would go on to
become one of the most acclaimed books of the twentieth century. Less well
known, however, is that their vision of racial injustices, coupled with a shared belief
in the communicative power of photography, inspired collaboration on two
important projects, in 1948 and 1952. Capitalizing on the growing popularity of the
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picture press, Parks and Ellison first joined forces on an essay titled "Harlem Is
Nowhere" for '48: The Magazine of the Year. Conceived while Ellison was already
three years into writing Invisible Man, this illustrated essay was centered on the
Lafargue Clinic, the first nonsegregated psychiatric clinic in New York City, as a
case study for the social and economic conditions in Harlem. He chose Parks to
create the accompanying photographs, and during the winter months of 1948, the
two roamed the streets of Harlem together, with Parks photographing under the
guidance of Ellison's writing. In 1952 they worked together again, on "A Man
Becomes Invisible", for the August 25 issue of Life magazine, which promoted
Ellison's newly released novel. Invisible Man: Gordon Parks and Ralph Ellison in
Harlem focuses on these two projects, neither of which was published as originally
intended, and provides an in-depth look at the authors' shared vision of black life in
America, with Harlem as its nerve center.

Parks for the People
The outlandish, hilarious, terrifying, and almost impossible-to-believe story of the
legendary, dangerous amusement park where millions were entertained and
almost as many bruises were sustained, told through the eyes of the founder's son
Often called "Accident Park," "Class Action Park," or "Traction Park," Action Park
was an American icon. Entertaining more than a million people a year in the 1980s,
the New Jersey-based amusement playland placed no limits on danger or fun, a
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monument to the anything-goes spirit of the era that left guests in control of their
own adventures--sometimes with tragic results. Though it closed its doors in 1996
after nearly twenty years, it has remained a subject of constant fascination ever
since, an establishment completely anathema to our modern culture of rules and
safety. Action Park is the first-ever unvarnished look at the history of this DIY
Disneyland, as seen through the eyes of Andy Mulvihill, the son of the park's
idiosyncratic founder, Gene Mulvihill. From his early days testing precarious rides
to working his way up to chief lifeguard of the infamous Wave Pool to later helping
run the whole park, Andy's story is equal parts hilarious and moving, chronicling
the life and death of a uniquely American attraction, a wet and wild 1980s
adolescence, and a son's struggle to understand his father's quixotic quest to
become the Walt Disney of New Jersey. Packing in all of the excitement of a day at
Action Park, this is destined to be one of the most unforgettable memoirs of the
year.

The Man who Made Paris Paris
Death in Yellowstone
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The Fulton Parks Scholarship Fund
This well-researched biography, illustrated with archival and modern photographs,
explores the life of the civil servant who masterminded the transformation of Paris
from a disease-ridden Medieval city into the City of Light.

Parliamentary Papers
Real Estate Record and Builders' Guide
Traces the life of the man who designed New York City's Central Park and helped
establish the profession of landscape architect

Parks
"In this remarkable journey, Mark Woods captures the essence of our National
Parks: their serenity and majesty, complexity and vitality--and their power to heal."
--Ken Burns Many childhood summers, Mark Woods piled into a station wagon with
his parents and two sisters and headed to America's national parks. Mark’s most
vivid childhood memories are set against a backdrop of mountains, woods, and
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fireflies in places like Redwood, Yosemite, and Grand Canyon national parks. On
the eve of turning fifty and a little burned-out, Mark decided to reconnect with the
great outdoors. He'd spend a year visiting the national parks. He planned to take
his mother to a park she'd not yet visited and to re-create his childhood trips with
his wife and their iPad-generation daughter. But then the unthinkable happened:
his mother was diagnosed with cancer, given just months to live. Mark had initially
intended to write a book about the future of the national parks, but Lassoing the
Sun grew into something more: a book about family, the parks, the legacies we
inherit and the ones we leave behind.

Our National Parks
The biggest and best single-volume collection ever published of the fascinating and
wide-ranging writings of a vitally important nineteenth century cultural figure
whose work continues to shape our world today. Seaman, farmer, abolitionist,
journalist, administrator, reformer, conservationist, and without question America’s
foremost landscape architect and urban planner, Frederick Law Olmsted
(1822–1903) was a man of unusually diverse talents and interests, and the arc of
his life and writings traces the most significant developments of nineteenth
century American history. As this volume reveals, the wide-ranging endeavors
Olmsted was involved in—cofounding The Nation magazine, advocating against
slavery, serving as executive secretary to the United States Sanitary Commission
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(precursor to the Red Cross) during the Civil War, championing the preservation of
America’s great wild places at Yosemite and Yellowstone—emerged from his
steadfast commitment to what he called “communitiveness,” the impulse to serve
the needs of one’s fellow citizens. This philosophy had its ultimate expression is his
brilliant designs for some of the country’s most beloved public spaces: New York’s
Central Park, Prospect Park in Brooklyn, Boston’s “Emerald Necklace,” the Biltmore
Estate in North Carolina, the grounds of the U.S. Capitol, garden suburbs like
Chicago’s Riverside, parkways (a term he invented) and college campuses, the
“White City” of the 1893 World’s Columbian Exposition, and many others.
Gathering almost 100 original letters, newspaper dispatches, travel sketches,
essays, editorials, design proposals, official reports, reflections on aesthetics, and
autobiographical reminiscences, this deluxe Library of America volume is profusely
illustrated with a 32-page color portfolio of Olmsted’s design sketches,
architectural plans, and contemporary photographs. It also includes detailed
explanatory notes and a chronology of Olmsted’s life and design projects. From the
Hardcover edition.

In Order to Live
Eleanor & Park
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Now adapted for readers ages 12 and up, the award-winning biography that
examines Parks’s life and 60 years of radical activism and brings the civil rights
movement in the North and South to life Rosa Parks is one of the most well-known
Americans today, but much of what is known and taught about her is incomplete,
distorted, and just plain wrong. Adapted for young people from the NAACP Image
Award—winning The Rebellious Life of Mrs. Rosa Parks, Jeanne Theoharis and
Brandy Colbert shatter the myths that Parks was meek, accidental, tired, or middle
class. They reveal a lifelong freedom fighter whose activism began two decades
before her historic stand that sparked the Montgomery bus boycott and continued
for 40 years after. Readers will understand what it was like to be Parks, from
standing up to white supremacist bullies as a young person to meeting her
husband, Raymond, who showed her the possibility of collective activism, to her
years of frustrated struggle before the boycott, to the decade of suffering that
followed for her family after her bus arrest. The book follows Parks to Detroit, after
her family was forced to leave Montgomery, Alabama, where she spent the second
half of her life and reveals her activism alongside a growing Black Power
movement and beyond. Because Rosa Parks was active for 60 years, in the North
as well as the South, her story provides a broader and more accurate view of the
Black freedom struggle across the twentieth century. Theoharis and Colbert show
young people how the national fable of Parks and the civil rights
movement—celebrated in schools during Black History Month—has warped what
we know about Parks and stripped away the power and substance of the
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movement. The Rebellious Life of Mrs. Rosa Parks illustrates how the movement
radically sought to expose and eradicate racism in jobs, housing, schools, and
public services, as well as police brutality and the over-incarceration of Black
people—and how Rosa Parks was a key player throughout. Rosa Parks placed her
greatest hope in young people—in their vision, resolve, and boldness to take the
struggle forward. As a young adult, she discovered Black history, and it sustained
her across her life. The Rebellious Life of Mrs. Rosa Parks will help do that for a new
generation.

Parks & Recreation
Fulton Parks, IV has grown up in privilege, but feels imprisoned in what he calls
"The Big House." His dreams of escape are dashed when he is "sentenced" to a
prestigious university by his domineering father. Reluctantly, he leaves his
beloved, but eccentric aunt and his wayward girlfriend. Even as his own world
spins out of control Fulton tries to save the women in his life and ultimately is
brought to a reckoning. Set in the urban sprawl of Houston in the late 1970's,
Fulton's story is an irreverent and suspenseful journey filled with an odd group of
misfits who help him overcome his personal demons. Funny and sad, The Fulton
Parks Scholarship Fund unravels the lies of the Parks family and shows us how
letting go of our own family myths can set us free.
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Who Was Rosa Parks?
Award-winning author Brad Parks delivers a tense novel of thrills, twists, and deceit
that grabs you and won’t let go until the final, satisfying page. Tommy Jump is an
out-of-work stage actor approached by the FBI with the role of a lifetime: Go
undercover at a federal prison, impersonate a convicted felon, and befriend a
fellow inmate, a disgraced banker named Mitchell Dupree who knows the location
of documents that can be used to bring down a ruthless drug cartel. . . if only he’d
tell the FBI where they are. The women in Tommy’s life, his fiancée and mother,
tell him he’s crazy to even consider taking the part. The cartel has quickly risen to
become the largest supplier of crystal meth in America. And it hasn’t done it by
playing nice. Still, Tommy’s acting career has stalled, and the FBI is offering a
minimum of $150,000 for a six-month gig—whether he gets the documents or not.
Using a false name and backstory, Tommy enters the low-security prison and
begins the process of befriending Dupree. But Tommy soon realizes he’s
underestimated the enormity of his task and the terrifying reach of the cartel. The
FBI isn’t the only one looking for the documents, and if Tommy doesn’t play his
role to perfection, it just may be his last act.

Proceedings of the National Parks Conference
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Attention, all Disney Fans! Do you enjoy reading about the Disney theme parks?
Perhaps you're enamored with the man who was Walt Disney? Maybe you're just
plain crazy for Mickey Mouse and the Disney big-screen features? No need to order
your serving of Disney history and knowledge a la carte anymore.Welcome to The
Disney Story, a decade-by-decade look back on the man, the mouse, and the
theme parks. From Mickey Mouse's debut at the Colony Theatre in November 1928
to the opening of Shanghai Disneyland in 2016--and everything in between--finally,
the world's greatest storyteller has their story told!In addition to reliving Disney's
most memorable moments, there are numerous interesting and lesser-known
stories that will expand your Disney knowledge and give you a fresh perspective
on your favorite Disney topic. The Disney Story is more than just a timeline of
Disney events and a collection of interesting stories. It's a vehicle and guidebook
that can be used to travel back in time and read about your favorite Disney
subjects via an interactive bibliography on the book's companion website.Disney's
ninety-year journey is all here in one volume, complete with informative stories
and tidbits about the theme parks, movies, and Walt himself. Revel in the
remarkable innovations and legendary Disney magic that make the company the
premiere name in entertainment today.

National Parks
In 1955, Rosa Parks refused to give her bus seat to a white passenger in
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Montgomery, Alabama. This seemingly small act triggered civil rights protests
across America and earned Rosa Parks the title "Mother of the Civil Rights
Movement." This biography has black-and-white illustrations throughout.

Ranger Confidential
Modern Cemetery
Proceedings of the National Parks Conference
Human rights activist Park, who fled North Korea with her mother in 2007 at age
13 and eventually made it to South Korea two years later after a harrowing ordeal,
recognized that in order to be "completely free," she had to confront the truth of
her past. It is an ugly, shameful story of being sold with her mother into slave
marriages by Chinese brokers, and although she at first tried to hide the painful
details when blending into South Korean society, she realized how her survival
story could inspire others. Moreover, her sister had also escaped earlier and had
vanished into China for years, prompting the author to go public with her story in
the hope of finding her sister.
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